
WBBM-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

July 1, 2014 – September 30, 2014 

 

ATTACHED ARE LISTINGS OF BROADCASTS WHICH, IN THE STATION’S 

JUDGMENT, REFLECT OUR SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF ASCERTAINED 

COMMUNITY ISSUES DURING THE PERIOD OF 

July1, 2014 THROUGH September 30, 2014 

PROGRAM INDEX 

CBS 2 MORNING NEWS, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, 4:30AM - 7AM;  

CBS 2 NEWS, MONDAY-FRIDAY, 11AM, 5PM, 6PM AND 10PM 

ON WEEKENDS, CBS 2 BROADCASTS 8AM, 5PM AND 10PM ON SATURDAY 

[5AM since September 13, 2014] 

 AND 6AM, 7AM, 5:30PM AND 10PM ON SUNDAY 

[5AM since September 14, 2014] 

THE DURATION OF STORIES IN THIS REPORT RANGE FROM ONE TO THREE 

MINUTES 

Government: 

July 9, 2014-(CBS 2 News at 6p) – Mayor Emanuel is outlining a controversial new plan to 

raise the minimum wage in Chicago. The Mayor is proposing a hike from $8.25 an hour to 

$13.00 dollars an hour in the city. The increase would take place over a four year period. Critics 

say it will chase away business.  

July 15, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – An Illinois lawmaker wants the F-A-A to hold public 

hearings over the noise issue at O’Hare Airport. State Rep Michael McAuliffe says homeowner 

complaints have increased with a new flight pattern.  He also wants a new environmental impact 

study for residents.  

July 25, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 10p) – Governor Pat Quinn and his Republican opponent Bruce 

Rauner are challenging each other on the issues. Quinn is attacking Rauner’s stance on gun 

control and Rauner says the Governor’s non-violence program is nothing but a political slush 

fund.  



July 29, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – Illinois congressional leaders are watching the crisis in 

Ukraine. The U.S. and European Union say they will impose new sanctions against Russia for 

shipping weapons to separatists who are blamed for downing a Malaysian Airliner.  

July 30. 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – Chicago’s only female mayor is finally getting her due. 

Aldermen voted to re-name a plaza at Water Tower Park in honor of Mayor Jane Byrne. Until 

now, nothing had been named to honor Byrne who served from 1979 to 1983.  

August 5, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 6p) – Waukegan Harbor has formally been removed from the 

list of the nation’s worst toxic sites.  A chemical plant is blamed for contaminating the harbor 

with toxins. Federal and state officials worked for decades to clean up the site. 

August 13, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 10p) – Federal officials handed down indictments linked to 

Chicago’s controversial red light camera program. The former C-E-O of the company that got 

the 25 million-dollar contract is accused of paying bribes in cash and luxuries to city officials. 

The company had a ten year contract which was replaced last year.  

August 20, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 5p) – Illinois Senator Mark Kirk toured Cook County Jail as 

he searches for answers about gangs.  80 percent of those in jail are gang members. Kirk plans to 

push 19-million-dollars for after school and community activities to keep kids away from gangs.  

August 26, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – Governor Quinn is giving a boost to the growing 

rideshare industry in Chicago. The Governor vetoed legislation requiring the companies to have 

mandatory commercial insurance and chauffeur’s licenses for drivers.  

September 13, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – The U.S. Secret Service is investigating how a 

man with a knife was able to jump the fence at the White House. The man ran across the lawn 

and into the building before he was stopped. Lawmakers want a full review of security 

procedures. 

September 17, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 430a) – Mayor Emanuel is announcing a new program 

to help restore honor for vets in need. The Mayor is announcing a new 5-million-dollar program 

that will provide subsidized housing and support services for homeless vets. More than 80-

percent of the funding will come from the federal government.  

September 22, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – The Executive Director of Cook County’s 

Homeland Security Office says his office is on the watch for cyber threats from extremists. 

Michael Masters says there’s a new spirit of cooperation between the city and the county when it 

comes to security issues and possible cyber threats.  

September 25, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 10p) – President Obama is accepting the resignation of 

Attorney General Eric Holder. The President praised Holder for his commitment to equal justice 

under the law during his tenure. Holder also served as a special investigator under former Illinois 

Governor Blagojevich.  



September 29, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 6p) – U.S. Senator Dick Durbin and his Republican 

challenger Jim Oberweis faced off for the first time. The two appeared before the Chicago 

Tribune editorial board and squared off on several issues including gun control and taxes.  

 

Crime: 

July 9, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 6p) – Governor Quinn is offering the State Police to help Chicago 

take control of the violence. In the wake of a violent weekend, the Governor says he’s prepared 

to help Chicago. But he says it’s not time for the National Guard since they are reserved for 

disaster and massive disturbances.  

July 16, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – Police arrested the driver in a hit-run accident in the 

Logan Square neighborhood. The victim was walking in the street when the driver hit him and 

kept going. Officers arrested the man after a short chase.  

July 18, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – More people are stepping forward to say they were 

sexually abused by a suburban chiropractor. The state already suspended the doctor’s license for 

an investigation but now more patients are reporting inappropriate contact.  

July 28, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 10p) – One suspect is in custody and another on the loose after a 

brazen robbery on the CTA’s Orange Line. Police say the two suspects held up an entire train car 

and took multiple people’s belongings and wallets.  

July 31, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – A long time employee opened fire in a Loop office 

building killing his boss – the CEO of a tech company. Authorities say the gunman was recently 

demoted. After shooting his boss, the gunman then killed himself.  

August 19, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – Palatine residents are being warned about the 

attempted abduction of a 15 year old girl. Police say a man driving a mini-van tried to grab the 

girl as she walked near a daycare. She managed to get away and call for help.  

August 20, 2014-(CBS 2 News at 10p) – A Chicago teenager and her boyfriend are jailed in 

Bali accused in the brutal murder of the girl’s mother. The victim’s body was discovered stuffed 

in a suitcase outside a luxury hotel where the woman had been vacationing.   

August 21, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 430a) – A 9 year old boy was shot to death and police think 

he may have been caught in gang crossfire.  Authorities say the boy was shot multiple times. It 

happened in a yard near his South Side home.  

August 28, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – A Chicago Police commander is facing serious charges. 

Commander Glenn Evans is accused of sticking a gun in a suspect’s mouth and other 

intimidation. Nearly two dozen officers came to court in support of the commander.  



August 29, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 6p) – Police are looking for a suburban teacher accused of 

having an inappropriate relationship with an underage girl. Authorities believe the man may have 

fled to Germany. He taught in the Gavin School District in suburban Ingleside.  

September 2, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – An 18-month old baby is hospitalized after being 

thrown from a car. Police say a man was attacking his girlfriend and threw the baby girl from the 

car during the dispute. The infant is recovering and the suspect is in custody.  

September 18, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – A social studies teacher at McHenry High School 

has been fired for allegedly taking inappropriate photos of a student. Police say the 44-year-old 

man used a camera phone to take an up-skirt photo.   

September 23, 2014- (CBS 2 news at 6p) – Thieves stole more than two dozen iPads from a 

computer lab at North Lawndale school. It happened at the Johnson School after hours. Police 

believe two suspects used a sledge-hammer to break into the school.  

September 25, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 10p) – Chicago Police are looking for the bike thief who 

victimized a hero vet. Thieves stole the bike of Melissa Stockwell, the first female American 

soldier to lose a leg in combat. The customized bike was red, white and blue and decorated with 

American flag stickers.  

September 25, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 5p) – An Arlington Heights woman was sexually 

assaulted inside her own home. Police say the attacker entered her home through an unsecured 

window about 2am. Police say he also took jewelry and valuables from the home after the attack.  

 

Health: 

July 10, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – Second hand stress can be as contagious as the common 

cold. A research team in St. Louis set up stressful situations and found that cortisol levels spike 

not only for those involved but for those watching it. The research finds you are most likely to 

get second hand stress from someone you know.  

July 14, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 6p) - As the new Divvy bike program in Chicago gains 

popularity, doctors are issuing a warning. A new study finds more head injury accidents from 

bike accidents in cities with bike sharing programs. Doctors want the programs to provide 

helmets along with the bikes.   

July 22, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 10p) – Researchers say there’s another good benefit to 

consuming probiotics. It can lower your blood pressure. It’s normally found in certain yogurts 

and the study found that patients who regularly consume it saw a drop in blood pressure.  

July 23, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 430a) – Chrysler is recalling nearly 800-thousand Jeeps 

because of an ignition switch problem. The recall involves 2006 and 2007 Jeep Commanders and 



Jeep Cherokees. The problem can cause the ignition key to move out of the on position while the 

vehicle is in motion.  

July 31, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – The Center for Science in the Public Interest is out with its 

2014 extreme eating awards. The “Food Police” report found one Cheesecake Factory entrée had 

63 grams of saturated fat –which is three days’ worth in one serving.  

August 6, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – New research says an aspirin regiment can significantly 

reduce the risk of some cancers. Doctors found that aspirin can lower the risk of developing and 

dying from digestive cancers, including bowel cancer.  

August 18, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 6p) – A Chicago woman is the first human case of West Nile 

Virus in the state. Health officials say the woman is in her 70’s. Last year, more than 100 human 

cases were reported in Illinois. The city begins spraying for mosquitos in several neighborhoods.  

August 21, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 430a) – There’s a new link between obesity and dementia. 

A new British study finds that people who are overweight in their 30’s run a higher risk of 

developing dementia later in life. The risk was lower for patients who became obese at a later 

age.  

August 25, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 10p) – A leading group of pediatricians says school age kids 

would do better in class with a little more sleep. The American Academy of Pediatrics 

recommends students in middle and high school start their day at 8:30am or later. Currently, 

more than 40 percent of the nation’s public schools begin before 8am.  

August 28, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 5p) – Chicago researchers are using computerized treadmills 

to help seniors deal with falls. The treadmills teach seniors how to stumble without falling and so 

far the results are promising.  Doctors say a patient’s chance of falling is reduced in just one 

session. 

September 11, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 6p) – A serious childhood respiratory virus, Enterovirus, 

is spreading faster than doctors first thought. The University of Chicago Hospital reports 42 

patients came into the emergency room with symptoms this week and 40 patients came in last 

week. So far, there are no confirmed cases in the Chicago public school system yet.  

September 18, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 11a) – There’s new concern for middle age migraine 

sufferers. The study says people who experience migraines have twice the risk of developing 

Parkinson’s disease. Researchers say even though the risk is doubled, it’s still fairly uncommon.  

September 19, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – New findings from the Centers for Disease 

Control say most people aren’t getting a flu shot. While children and pregnant women are getting 

their shots, doctors say most 18-64 year olds aren’t getting them. Doctors say the vaccine is the 

best way to prevent the flu.  



September 22, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 5p) – A healthy lifestyle is more important than ever for 

men. A new study shows four out of five male heart attacks can be prevented through a healthy 

lifestyle. The research calls for maintaining a healthy weight, exercising, not smoking and 

moderate alcohol use.  

September 25, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 10p) – There’s a safe way to get rid of expired 

prescriptions. The Drug Enforcement Administration is sponsoring “National Prescription Take 

Back Day”. Over the past four years, the event has collected more than 780-thousand pounds of 

pills. Those pills can lead to accidental poisonings, drug addiction and overdose.  

 

Consumer: 

July 10, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 11a) – The Federal Trade Commission is hitting T-Mobile with 

new charges. The government says the company made millions off bogus charges to customers. 

Officials say they will seek refunds for customers who were impacted.  

July 11, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 6p) – Illinois is popular destination for tourists. More than 100 

million people visited the state last year setting a new tourism record. More than two million of 

those visitors were from outside the U.S. Those visitors spent more than 34 billion dollars in the 

state.  

July 24, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 10p) – METRA is considering a plan allowing passengers to 

bring pets on board. For starters, pets would only be allowed on weekends and the animals would 

have to be in a carrier.  

July 31, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – Phone bills are going up for Chicago residents but don’t 

blame the phone company. The City Council approved a new tax that will bring in 40 million 

dollars in fees. The new fee is less than two dollars a month for customers.  

July 31, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – City Health Department inspectors shut down a popular 

market because of violations. The license for the Potash Market was suspended after fruit flies 

and other violations were discovered during an inspection of the store.  

August 15, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 6p) – The Jewel Osco grocery store chain has been hacked. 

Jewel says the breach has affected 185 stores in Illinois. Hackers were able to access customer’s 

payment card information, including account numbers and expiration dates.  

August 20, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – Oak Brook-based McDonald’s says it plans to start 

selling its coffee in grocery stores. The single cup Mc-Café coffee is expected to hit store shelves 

early next year. The fast food giant is teaming up with Kraft, another local company, for the deal.  

August 20, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 10p) – The Hostess plant in suburban Schiller Park is 

closing.  The company says the shut-down will impact some 400 workers who will be offered 



severance packages. The plant bakes the popular Twinkies snack. The closing is expected in 

October. 

August 21, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – The Chicago Marathon is a money maker for the city. 

A new University of Illinois study finds that the Chicago Marathon brings a quarter million 

dollars in revenue to the city’s economy. That’s up more than 10 billion dollars than last year.  

August 22, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – A refund might be in store for some iPass users. The 

Illinois Tollway says more than two million dollars remains in unclaimed iPass accounts. They 

plan to send letters letting customers know that cash reactivates those accounts or they could 

receive a refund.  

September 9, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 6p) – Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan is suing a 

popular travel club.  The lawsuit claims Global Connections Travel Club charged customers 

thousands of dollars in fees for vacations that were unavailable. Madigan is looking to ban the 

company from Illinois.  

September 24, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – Chicago based United Airlines plans cuts to its 

winter schedule. The airline plans to drop seating capacity by more than 6-percent beginning 

next year mostly for domestic flights and Tokyo routes. The airline says it’s making the move to 

match capacity to travel demands.  

September 25, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 10p) – Gas prices in the Chicago area have fallen for 16 

straight days in the Chicago area. The prices might even drop below three-dollars-a-gallon. 

Experts say Americans are driving more fuel efficient cars and doing less driving in the fall and 

winter months.  

September 25, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – Complaints are pouring in about Apple’s new 

iPhone 6. Some users report that the phones are bending out of shape even from carrying the 

devices in their pockets.  

September 30, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 5p) – Jewel Osco has been hit by hackers for the second 

time in two months. The company says this latest attack happened last month. Hackers may have 

gotten access to customer names, account numbers and other information.  Jewel is offering free 

credit card monitoring protection for customers who request it.  

 

Diversity: 

July 9, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 6p) – The 50
th

 anniversary of the signing of the Civil Rights bill 

is being remembered in Chicago. A new display at the Thompson Center honors the “Freedom 

Riders” from the 1960’s - the college students who risked their lives to challenge segregation.  



July 21, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – Chicago is remembering South African Leader Nelson 

Mandela. A West Side street is being dedicated as “Mandela Road” in his honor. The celebration 

took place in the South Austin neighborhood.  

July 22, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 10p) – Vandals struck a group of statues in a Chicago park 

created to honor African American heroes. The multi colored statues of children were created 

with the Tuskegee Airmen in mind. The artist says some will be repaired but others will have to 

be re-created.  

July 25, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 430a) – Chicago Bulls star Joakim Noah is behind an arts and 

sports foundation as a stand against gun violence. Noah runs the Noah’s Ark foundation with his 

mother who is an art therapist. He’s also hosting a basketball tournament for kids affected by 

violence.  

July 28, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – Two Chicago women are being honored for their 

contributions to the arts and humanities. Joan Harris is a longtime benefactor to the Chicago arts. 

Darlene Clark Hine is an historian and African American studies professor at Northwestern 

University.  

August 8, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – An employment resource fair is planned to help 

residents in one of the city’s most violent neighborhoods.  The workshop will include job 

readiness seminars and hiring fair and other opportunities. Congressman Bobby Rush is 

sponsoring the fair in response to an emergency summit on violence this summer.  

August 15, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 5p) – The Jackie Robinson West Little League team is 

getting noticed around the country. The South Side team is in Williamsport, Pennsylvania 

competing against the top teams around the world for the championship.   

August 21, 2014-(CBS 2 News at 10p) – A Chicago restaurant and nightclub has been hit with 

racist graffiti for a second time. Owners of Nouveau Tavern say racist graffiti was scrawled on 

the front of their business overnight. Several cars outside the business were hit with eggs last 

weekend.  

August 27, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 430a) – The battle against same sex marriage in Indiana and 

Wisconsin played out in a Chicago federal appeals court. A three judge panel is hearing 

arguments on both sides on whether bans on same sex marriage should be overturned.   

August 29, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 6p) – The annual African Festival of the Arts is kicking off 

on the South Side. It’s a four day celebration of black art, culture, heritage and pride. It’s being 

held in Chicago’s historic Washington Park on the South Side.  

September 2, 2014- (CBS 2 News at 11a) – A new report says women with business degrees 

might find it harder to get a job right away. Bloomberg Reports only 52 percent of women who 

graduate with a business degree were offered jobs right away compared to the reports for men.  



September 16, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 5p) – Seventy immigrants from 25 countries became 

new U.S. citizens during a ceremony at the Daley Plaza today. Many said it was a dream come 

true and the new citizenship will bring more opportunities. 

September 17, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 430a) – NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell hopes to 

give women more of a voice on league policies on domestic violence. The league plans to hire 

four women to serve as advisers. All four have worked as advocates for victims of domestic 

violence and sexual assault.  

September 24, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at 6p) – Just days after the announcement of his 

replacement, there’s new concern about the health of Francis Cardinal George. The archdiocese 

says the Cardinal is suffering from an infection in his right foot called cellulites.  The Cardinal 

plans to retire in November.  

September 26, 2014 – (CBS 2 News at10p) – Rosh Hashanah is being observed beginning at 

sundown.  In the Jewish faith, Rosh Hashanah or New Year marks the completion of the creation 

of the world. It’s the first of the high holy days for those of the Jewish faith.  

 

 

 


